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Offshore Investing: The Perfect Solution

By Juan José

 Offshore investment is an expression heard often, but not necessarily understood by the masses.
Here is a breakdown of the definition of the phrase and some generalizations concerning it.   

First of all, the term “offshore” indicates something being foreign or outside of the domestic territory of
one of the G8. The G8 (Group of Eight) refers to the annual summit of the government heads of the
eight most prominent nations in the world. These eight nations are Canada, France, Germany, Italy,
Japan, Russia, the United Kingdom, and the United States of America. Offshore investing, or
alternative investing, is conducting financial business outside of the investor’s home country, which is
usually one of the G8 nations.   

By having anything from a foreign bank account or credit cards to more intricate offshore financial
dealings, such as trusts and multi-level investments, investors gain access to varieties of international
trade.   

Many large financial institutions have offices in popular offshore locations to capitalize on the increased
interest in this type of investing. Studies calculate that about half of the world’s money is offshore from
the location of the money holder. This is largely due to the fact that the primary offshore investors are
the world’s wealthiest individuals and corporations.  

The number of offshore investors has grown rapidly in recent years due to several factors. First and
foremost, the introduction of the world to the Internet has enabled people to gain knowledge and invest
outside of their own region. They are no longer intimidated by offshore investing and consider it a
possibility because of the instant communication between nations afforded by the Internet.  

The ever-expanding diversity of investments has also attracted more buyers. These new types of
investments, coupled with the jurisdiction and regulations options available through offshore banking,
make it an appealing choice indeed.  

With all the options out there, how can investors and brokers make the best decisions regarding their
money? The Internet offers a vast source of information regarding offshore investment opportunities
and probabilities.   

There are also countless financial advisors specializing in international investments. Financial
institutions realize the huge business that is in offshore investments and they have made that available
to their clients as well by hiring special consultants for this purpose.  

Elevated taxes can be a real detraction from the accumulation of profits. The typically lower taxes of
smaller countries are the biggest incentive to invest offshore, since the offshore investor is usually
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wealthy and living in a higher tax area, such as the United States.   

Of course, seeking higher returns on their investments is another common motive for people exploring
offshore investing. Also at issue is the currency in which to keep the assets, and the strength of that
currency rate.   

Traditional investment specialists may frown on offshore banking because it is less regulated and less
predictable. The risk and unknown factor involved turn some would-be investors off, although many
individuals that pursue offshore investments have made their fortunes by taking similar risks
elsewhere.   

Reasons for choosing to invest offshore are plentiful and may involve more than just taxes and returns.
Other considerations include a higher level of confidentiality due to the offshore nation’s government
policies or legal protection offered by offshore investment approaches, like trusts and different kinds of
corporations.  

 

Juan José s latest work can be found at: http://www.offshorea.com 
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Offshore Banking:  What You Need To Know Before Opening An Account

By Joseph Kenny

 Offshore banking, we have all heard about it before. Unfortunately, many are misinformed when it
comes to offshore banking. We have all heard news reports of offshore accounts being used to front
illegal activities or to avoid taxes. In fact, we have also seen it in the movies, being used a similar way.
This has led many individuals to believe that offshore banking is illegal. Despite what you may believe,
offshore banking is legal. However, how you use it may be considered illegal.  

Offshore banking is done through a bank that is known as an offshore bank. Offshore banks are banks
that are located in another country, other than the country that you reside in. For instance, if you live in
the Untied States an offshore bank would not be located in the United States. Many popular offshore
banks are located in Switzerland. There are a number of advantages to offshore banking, but there are
disadvantages as well.  

The biggest advantage of offshore banking is that you are offered privacy and stability. There are many
individuals who place their money in offshore accounts for security purposes. When your money is in
an offshore account, you can access it, but many choose not to. It is easier to access and spend your
money if it is at a local bank. That is why a large number of individuals use offshore banking to help
them increase their savings.  

Another advantage of offshore banking is that just about anyone can open an account. The most
common users of offshore banking are corporations, the self-employed, or individuals who wealthy.
Offshore banks may have restrictions on the amount of money that is needed to open an account, but
it is not always a large amount. Whether you are a small business owner, wealthy, or you consider
yourself middle class, you should still be able to open up an offshore bank account.  

As previously mentioned, offshore banking is often associated with illegal activities. One of these illegal
activities is tax evasion. If you set up an offshore bank account, you will still need to report your
savings. Not reporting all of your money in an offshore account can lead to you be brought up on tax
evasion charges. It is important to note that you have the ability to prevent this from happening. As
long as you choose to use your offshore bank account legally, there shouldn’t be any disadvantages to
having one.  

The decision to open up an offshore bank account is a large one. If you are interested in opening up an
offshore bank account, it is advised that you fully examine your decision. Many benefit from offshore
banking, but not all do. If you are planning on using your offshore account to avoid a lawsuit or to
evade taxes, you may want to reexamine your decision. As previously mentioned, there are serious
consequences for doing this. As long as you plan on using your offshore account in a legal way, you
can benefit immensely from offshore banking. 

Joe Kenny writes for the UK personal finance sites http://www.ukpersonalloanstore.co.uk and also 
http://www.financefool.co.uk
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